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Mazar-e-Sharif regional manager, Ms. Nasreen developing new plans for women

.
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“She” should lead
For years Zardozi- Markets for Afghan Artisans negate people’s general concept about women’s
inabilities and demystify women’s potential in important fields such as business and leadership.
In looking into the future, Zardozi wants to create a place that is run by women for women,
because opportunities for women often come from other women as they can better understand
and address the challenges of the women they work for. Working in an Afghan society, Zardozi
has identified a dire need for hiring female regional managers for its offices in other provinces
recently.
In order to smoothly escalate our goals and services to a larger number of women, we have
successfully hired Nasrin Sahibzada and Aziza Karimi as our first regional office managers in
Mazar-e-Sharif and Heart offices.
Mazar-e-Sharif regional manager, Ms. Nasreen’s professional career started at Zardozi in 2010.
She started working in the field of market development and gradually promoted to higher
positions. Zardozi saw her best candidate for Mazar-e-Sharif regional manager position. Ms.
Nasreen’s commitment and thoughtful guidance and support for women securing a better
future are great achievements for Zardozi. Ms. Sahibzada’s eyes filled with hope and
enthusiasm as she told us, “These women need us. In order to solve problems that are too
personal to women, we must put them in a comfortable situation to speak up without
hesitation. Previously women were shy when discussing their life with male managers but they
are happy now. We can find better solutions once we recognize the problems accurately.”
“There is a valid reason why the organization is hiring more women in our offices,” says
Zardozi’s Market Development Manager. She adds, “Since Zardozi has based its Community
Business Centers -Manbehs- in family houses where a non-family male is not allowed so that
the women who are benefiting from our services are relaxed and their families are at ease to let
them attend the Manbehs, a male regional manager cannot observe Manbehs directly and is
not able to meet and discuss women’s problems and needs from near. This way, it is also
difficult for managers to identify problems properly and find relevant resolutions because not all
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We also interviewed clients from Manbehs in Herat. Ms. Shagofa said, “My family trusts
Zardozi’s female regional managers
Zardozi because
most of our interaction is with women staff. Previously when I would call our
regional manager for solving problems, my family would doubt why I am talking with a ‘Non
Mahram (male from whom Purdah is obligatory in Islam). The new regional manager, Ms.
Karimi is a very good woman.”
Ms. Nasrin Sahibzada also added that the objective is not only to make Zardozi a comfortable
place for our women clients but also to empower women by placing them in leadership and
managerial positions where they can unleash their potential and become role models for
other women. “I am working hard to omit the general stereotypes through my job. I want to
create an atmosphere where my female and male colleagues do not feel the difference of
whether a male or female is leading them because both have equal capabilities of running an
office.”

About Zardozi
ZARDOZI is a local non-government and non-profit

organization aiming to provide economic and social
services to around 6,000 Afghan women in four
provinces such as Herat, Mazar-e-Sharif, Jalalabad and
Kapisa with its main office in Kabul, Afghanistan.
Zardozi’s objective is to support and empower Afghan
women living in the urban and rural areas through its
business skills development programs to engage them
in the market economy. To achieve this goal, Zardozi
has established NisfeJahan as an independent
membership-based civil society organization which also
runs local Community Business Center where women
gather to receive business startup loans; and technical,
advisory, business and marketing skills trainings.
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Your donations can help us
improve the lives of women.
To donate please click on the
button below

Zardozi’s program of Economic and Social Empowerment for Afghan Women is
undertaken with the financial support of the Government of Canada provided
through Global Affairs Canada

